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	CRISPR Guide RNA Design: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2162), 9781071606865 (1071606867), Humana Press, 2020

	This detailed volume focuses on the CRISPR-associated guide RNA and how it can be designed, modified, and validated for a broad repertoire of purposes. Beginning with a section on computational design of target-specific guide RNAs, the book continues by covering chemical modifications to alter guide RNA stability, specificity, and efficiency, as well as to create inducible guide RNAs, append additional functional domains, and express guide RNAs in a conditional manner. It concludes with methods for measuring off-target guide RNA activity. Written for the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. 
	


	
		Authoritative and essential, CRISPR Guide RNA Design: Methods and Protocols provides a comprehensive pipeline for guide RNA design and aims to be an invaluable resource in applying this powerful technology to basic research and therapeutic applications.
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Entertaining Mathematical PuzzlesDover Publications, 1986

	Only an elementary knowledge of math is needed to enjoy this entertaining compilation of brain-teasers. It includes a mixture of old and new riddles covering a variety of mathematical topics: money, speed, plane and solid geometry, probability, topology, tricky puzzles and more. Carefully explained solutions follow each problem. 65...


		

Innovation in the High-Tech Economy (Contributions to Economics)Springer, 2014

	This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on Management Science and Engineering: Innovation and High-tech Services, ICMSE 2013, held in Macau, in June 2013. The papers are contributed by innovative researchers, engineers and practitioners in the field of management science, information system, finance,...


		

Introduction to Logistics EngineeringCRC Press, 2008
Core Principles for Engineering Success with Logistics
In spite of the growing recognition of logistics as a necessary condition for business success, there is a lack of introductory literature covering the field’s technical aspects. Inspired by the bestselling Logistics Engineering Handbook, this fundamental...





	

Developing Web Applications with Haskell and YesodO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This fast-moving guide introduces web application development with Haskell and Yesod, a potent language/framework combination that supports high-performing applications that are modular, type-safe, and concise. You’ll work with several samples to explore the way Yesod handles widgets, forms, persistence, and RESTful content....



		

Java InstantCode: Developing Applications using Java SpeechSkillSoft Press, 2004
Use this code-intensive reference to design speech-enabled Java applications and provides support for speech synthesizers, command and control recognizers, and more.

The InstantCode series is designed to provide you - the developer - with code you can use for common tasks in the workplace. The goal of the InstantCode series is not to...

		

Creating a Digital Home Entertainment System with Windows Media CenterQue, 2006
 Even though the Windows Media Center interface is simple to operate, not all activities are intuitive or easy to implement. You may need help determining which type of Media Center PC to buy, or with connecting and configuring the Media Center PC in your home theater system. Creating a Digital Home...
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